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Applying Knowledge Management Principles to Applying Knowledge Management Principles to 
Cultural Resource ManagementCultural Resource Management

►► Knowledge management touches on all Knowledge management touches on all 
subject matterssubject matters

►► In cultural resources, we collect a variety In cultural resources, we collect a variety 
of data in all manner of formatsof data in all manner of formats

►► Primarily we collect data by observing, Primarily we collect data by observing, 
surveying or documentingsurveying or documenting

►► Through this data, we hope to gain better Through this data, we hope to gain better 
understanding of the context within understanding of the context within 
which our resources existwhich our resources exist

►► Management of our data helps us as Management of our data helps us as 
preservationists identify patterns, preservationists identify patterns, 
examine landscapes, find connections examine landscapes, find connections 
and understand different culturesand understand different cultures

►► Technological tools like GIS and GPS Technological tools like GIS and GPS 
provide the flexibility and power to provide the flexibility and power to 
integrate all the data that we collectintegrate all the data that we collect

►► These tools give us new perspective in These tools give us new perspective in 
our scholarship, our understanding and our scholarship, our understanding and 
our management of resourcesour management of resources
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The Cultural Resource GIS FacilityThe Cultural Resource GIS Facility
National Park ServiceNational Park Service

►► Geographic Information Systems (GIS)Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
►► Global Positioning Systems (GPS) SurveyGlobal Positioning Systems (GPS) Survey
►► GIS AnalysisGIS Analysis
►► Cartography and OutputCartography and Output
►► GIS ProgrammingGIS Programming
►► GIS and GPS TrainingGIS and GPS Training

Our primary mission is to assist State Historic 
Preservation Offices and National Park Units in 
automating data, collecting data, and exploring the use 
of technology with cultural resource management.

CRGIS frequently works 
with the American 
Battlefield Protection 
Program, and other NPS 
programs or divisions.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
►► Combination of elements:  hardware, Combination of elements:  hardware, 

software, data, and peoplesoftware, data, and people
►► The software provides the tools used to The software provides the tools used to 

manage, analyze and display informationmanage, analyze and display information
►► All GIS contain:  database management All GIS contain:  database management 

system, query tools, analysis tools, display system, query tools, analysis tools, display 
tools, and graphical user interfacetools, and graphical user interface

►► Real world features are represented as individual map layers Real world features are represented as individual map layers 
or or ““themesthemes”” according to feature typeaccording to feature type

►► themes are stacked on top of each other, allowing users to themes are stacked on top of each other, allowing users to 
see all the data sets in relationship to each other, see all the data sets in relationship to each other, 
geographicallygeographically

►► each map feature is attached to database or each map feature is attached to database or ““attributeattribute””
information that describes itinformation that describes it

►► GPS data is downloaded into a GIS and becomes a map GPS data is downloaded into a GIS and becomes a map 
layer or themelayer or theme
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Global Positioning Systems (GPS)Global Positioning Systems (GPS)

►► GPS is a satelliteGPS is a satellite--based navigational systembased navigational system
►► provides navigational aides by locating single points and movingprovides navigational aides by locating single points and moving

between pointsbetween points
►► data collected becomes the basis for mappingdata collected becomes the basis for mapping
►► coordinates are collected for each feature, along with informaticoordinates are collected for each feature, along with information on 

describing those featuresdescribing those features
►► levels of accuracy range from approximately 20 meters to sublevels of accuracy range from approximately 20 meters to sub--

centimetercentimeter

►► GPS works by triangulating your position on earth, GPS works by triangulating your position on earth, 
based on satellite signalsbased on satellite signals

►► GPS satellites are controlled and operated by the GPS satellites are controlled and operated by the 
Dept. of Defense, but the system is openDept. of Defense, but the system is open

►► there are 28 satellites transmitting data nowthere are 28 satellites transmitting data now
►► using velocity of the signal and time, GPS receivers using velocity of the signal and time, GPS receivers 

calculate your distance to each satellitecalculate your distance to each satellite

The Current Status of Cultural Resource GISThe Current Status of Cultural Resource GIS

►► Today there are over 5 million cultural resources listed on statToday there are over 5 million cultural resources listed on state inventories of historic e inventories of historic 
structures, archaeological sites, landscapes and objectsstructures, archaeological sites, landscapes and objects

►► Many State Historic Preservation Offices (Many State Historic Preservation Offices (SHPOsSHPOs) manage their resources and data ) manage their resources and data 
through GIS, and some require data collected with GPSthrough GIS, and some require data collected with GPS

►► At the National level, each Federal land holding agency keeps siAt the National level, each Federal land holding agency keeps similar inventories of milar inventories of 
resources, and most use GIS to manage this data   resources, and most use GIS to manage this data   

►► Additionally, all Federal agencies that undertake a project thatAdditionally, all Federal agencies that undertake a project that may adversely affect a may adversely affect a 
historic property must track those resources, and any mitigationhistoric property must track those resources, and any mitigation to comply with Section to comply with Section 
106 of the NHPA106 of the NHPA

►► Taken by themselves, each of these efforts functions effectivelyTaken by themselves, each of these efforts functions effectively within separate states within separate states 
and agenciesand agencies

►► Data produced should be shared among all parties for truly produData produced should be shared among all parties for truly productive cultural resource ctive cultural resource 
management and knowledge management to take placemanagement and knowledge management to take place

►► Further, data must be shared within cultural resource disciplineFurther, data must be shared within cultural resource disciplines, particularly at the s, particularly at the 
Federal levelFederal level
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Knowledge Management and Spatial DataKnowledge Management and Spatial Data

►► If cultural resource specialists can agree that If cultural resource specialists can agree that locationallocational information is a key factor in information is a key factor in 
understanding resources and their management, GIS becomes the ulunderstanding resources and their management, GIS becomes the ultimate tool to bring timate tool to bring 
all the data and disciplines togetherall the data and disciplines together

►► These tools allow us to pursue the process that follows the flowThese tools allow us to pursue the process that follows the flow knowledge management knowledge management 
principles lay out:  from the data itself, to integration of infprinciples lay out:  from the data itself, to integration of information, and finally to a ormation, and finally to a 
better understanding of the resourcesbetter understanding of the resources

►► In order to take advantage of GIS in this way, the cultural resoIn order to take advantage of GIS in this way, the cultural resource community must urce community must 
develop standards to define the spatial data that forms the keysdevelop standards to define the spatial data that forms the keystone of the systemtone of the system

The National Park Service and Cultural Resource The National Park Service and Cultural Resource 
Spatial Data StandardsSpatial Data Standards

►► OMB Circular AOMB Circular A--16 defines a set of requirements for Federal agencies to follow 16 defines a set of requirements for Federal agencies to follow when when 
they create, manage, or distribute spatial data they create, manage, or distribute spatial data 

►► AA--16 also identifies the National Park Service as the lead agency 16 also identifies the National Park Service as the lead agency for developing the for developing the 
cultural resources national data framecultural resources national data frame

►► Within the National Park Service the Cultural Resources GeographWithin the National Park Service the Cultural Resources Geographic Information ic Information 
Services (CRGIS) office has assumed this responsibility   Services (CRGIS) office has assumed this responsibility   

►► The task of developing the cultural resources national data themThe task of developing the cultural resources national data theme includes:e includes:

►► CRGIS is working toward the development of standards that will bCRGIS is working toward the development of standards that will be both Ae both A--16 16 
compliant and user friendly through meetings and workshopscompliant and user friendly through meetings and workshops

• setting data content standards and metadata standards
• monitoring the progress towards converting paper historic inventories into digital files
• coordinating the development of cultural resources databases that have spatial data
• eliminating duplication of spatial information
• identifying best practices and disseminating this information to other Federal, state, 
local agencies, historic preservationists, and universities.
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Accomplishing our GoalsAccomplishing our Goals

►► We need standards for collecting cultural resource spatial data:We need standards for collecting cultural resource spatial data: geometry, geometry, 
accuracy, datum, coordinate systems, subaccuracy, datum, coordinate systems, sub--entities etc.entities etc.

►► We need standards that relate cultural resource spatial data to We need standards that relate cultural resource spatial data to cultural resource cultural resource 
attribute dataattribute data

►► We need standards that address how to safeguard sensitive spatiaWe need standards that address how to safeguard sensitive spatial datal data
►► We need standards to create metadata standards at the data set aWe need standards to create metadata standards at the data set and feature nd feature 

levelslevels

►► Standards for both legacy and future data are needed in a numberStandards for both legacy and future data are needed in a number of key areas:of key areas:

Guiding Principles We Can All Agreed UponGuiding Principles We Can All Agreed Upon

►► Spatial representation of cultural resources is important for thSpatial representation of cultural resources is important for their protection and eir protection and 
managementmanagement

►► Each cultural resource database needs to remain autonomousEach cultural resource database needs to remain autonomous
►► A unique ID needs to be created for each cultural resource entitA unique ID needs to be created for each cultural resource entity to enable linking y to enable linking 

between databases and use in a GISbetween databases and use in a GIS
►► Each unique feature will have a unique spatial representationEach unique feature will have a unique spatial representation
►► Discipline experts for the predominant characterization of a feaDiscipline experts for the predominant characterization of a feature should be ture should be 

responsible for the spatial boundary determinationresponsible for the spatial boundary determination
►► Standards should be defined for how each resource type will be rStandards should be defined for how each resource type will be represented, and at what epresented, and at what 

level of accuracy, scale and resolutionlevel of accuracy, scale and resolution
►► Standards may need to be different for legacy data and new dataStandards may need to be different for legacy data and new data
►► Questions we are asking of these datasets should drive the resolQuestions we are asking of these datasets should drive the resolution and accuracy of ution and accuracy of 

spatial data layersspatial data layers

►► Based on the input of subject matter experts from all of the culBased on the input of subject matter experts from all of the cultural resource tural resource 
disciplines within the NPS, the NPS developed a set of guiding pdisciplines within the NPS, the NPS developed a set of guiding principles that rinciples that 
preservationists and GIS specialists can agree on, to help direcpreservationists and GIS specialists can agree on, to help direct the standard t the standard 
processprocess
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Implementing the Draft StandardsImplementing the Draft Standards
►► From this process, CRGIS developed a From this process, CRGIS developed a 

draft set of standards describing how to draft set of standards describing how to 
create data, how to link data, how to create data, how to link data, how to 
safeguard data and what to include in safeguard data and what to include in 
metadatametadata

►► In 2005, CRGIS began presenting these In 2005, CRGIS began presenting these 
draft standards to other Federal agencies, draft standards to other Federal agencies, 
and began soliciting existing standards and began soliciting existing standards 
from those agenciesfrom those agencies

►► In 2005, CRGIS created a draft data In 2005, CRGIS created a draft data 
model to describe how these draft model to describe how these draft 
standards could be implemented within standards could be implemented within 
the NPS the NPS 

►► The model creates cultural resource The model creates cultural resource 
feature classes within specific feature feature classes within specific feature 
type data setstype data sets

►► Each cultural resource is assigned a Each cultural resource is assigned a 
globally unique IDglobally unique ID

►► Each unique representation of the Each unique representation of the 
location of that resource is assigned a location of that resource is assigned a 
globally unique IDglobally unique ID

►► A link table associates the cultural A link table associates the cultural 
resource ID with each of its resource ID with each of its locationallocational
IDs, and allows users to link each IDs, and allows users to link each 
resource to outside databasesresource to outside databases

Building Consensus to Reach our Common GoalsBuilding Consensus to Reach our Common Goals
►► CRGIS would like to hold a Federal agencyCRGIS would like to hold a Federal agency--wide workshop to review the draft standards wide workshop to review the draft standards 

and explore various ways to implement those standardsand explore various ways to implement those standards
►► This workshop will include the State and Tribal Preservation OffThis workshop will include the State and Tribal Preservation Officersicers
►► Our goal is to develop consensus and revise/update the draft staOur goal is to develop consensus and revise/update the draft standards accordinglyndards accordingly
►► Following this, CRGIS proposes field testing and further data moFollowing this, CRGIS proposes field testing and further data model development to del development to 

accommodate changesaccommodate changes

►► With consensus among Federal, state and local entities on the crWith consensus among Federal, state and local entities on the creation, development and eation, development and 
management of cultural resource spatial data, we can take advantmanagement of cultural resource spatial data, we can take advantage of the power of GIS to age of the power of GIS to 
integrate our dataintegrate our data

►► Without such standards and consensus, we will continue to use thWithout such standards and consensus, we will continue to use these technological tools to ese technological tools to 
meet our individual needs, but the larger goal of data sharing ameet our individual needs, but the larger goal of data sharing across boundaries to establish cross boundaries to establish 
better understanding of our resources can not be reachedbetter understanding of our resources can not be reached
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Using GIS for Data Integration:  The Cane RiverUsing GIS for Data Integration:  The Cane River
►► CRGIS works with the Cane River National Heritage Area to providCRGIS works with the Cane River National Heritage Area to provide a GIS tool for e a GIS tool for 

preservation planning, resource management and educationpreservation planning, resource management and education
►► Linking historical documentation to the complex multicultural laLinking historical documentation to the complex multicultural landscape, visualized ndscape, visualized 

through GISthrough GIS
►► Heavily documented through measured Heavily documented through measured 

drawings, photographs, historic maps and drawings, photographs, historic maps and 
GPS/GIS data, users can click their way GPS/GIS data, users can click their way 
through the landscape, and watch it change through the landscape, and watch it change 
over timeover time

►► At the Cane River, a diverse collection of At the Cane River, a diverse collection of 
paper documentation combines with the paper documentation combines with the 
GIS to create a powerful toolGIS to create a powerful tool

►► The true flow of knowledge management is The true flow of knowledge management is 
illustrated, moving from individual data illustrated, moving from individual data 
elements, to analysis, to products based on elements, to analysis, to products based on 
information, leading to new understandings information, leading to new understandings 
of the region and its cultural interactionsof the region and its cultural interactions

►► The heritage area is now able to interpret its The heritage area is now able to interpret its 
complex history as it relates to the entire complex history as it relates to the entire 
region, for its own use, and for public region, for its own use, and for public 
interpretationinterpretation

Using GIS to Manage Cultural Data:  Katrina ResponseUsing GIS to Manage Cultural Data:  Katrina Response
►► Other examples illustrate how the lack of knowledge management cOther examples illustrate how the lack of knowledge management can be mitigated by an be mitigated by 

the introduction of technologies such as GIS and GPSthe introduction of technologies such as GIS and GPS
►► The Katrina/Rita disaster is the single largest disaster for culThe Katrina/Rita disaster is the single largest disaster for cultural resources that the US tural resources that the US 

has witnessed since the creation of the National Historic Preserhas witnessed since the creation of the National Historic Preservation Act in 1966vation Act in 1966

►► For FEMA, the Katrina/Rita event is the largest Section 106 projFor FEMA, the Katrina/Rita event is the largest Section 106 project everect ever
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Section 106 RequirementsSection 106 Requirements
►► In order to be compliant with Section 106, FEMA must survey and In order to be compliant with Section 106, FEMA must survey and evaluate all of the evaluate all of the 

potential demolitions (funded by FEMA) for their historic signifpotential demolitions (funded by FEMA) for their historic significance, consult with the icance, consult with the 
State Historic Preservation Office to develop concurrence, and dState Historic Preservation Office to develop concurrence, and determine what will etermine what will 
mitigate any adverse affects to historic resourcesmitigate any adverse affects to historic resources

►► To do this, FEMA needs accurate locational information for potenTo do this, FEMA needs accurate locational information for potential undertakings to tial undertakings to 
understand the extent of the problemunderstand the extent of the problem

►► FEMA needs an accurate evaluation of the historic significance aFEMA needs an accurate evaluation of the historic significance and nature of the resources, nd nature of the resources, 
including current photographsincluding current photographs

►► In order to place any potentially eligible resources into contexIn order to place any potentially eligible resources into context, FEMA must also have an t, FEMA must also have an 
understanding of the historic significance of the area to undersunderstanding of the historic significance of the area to understand the interaction of tand the interaction of 
various cultural resources and their relative significancevarious cultural resources and their relative significance

Scope of the problem in New Orleans:

5000 red-tagged structures (eminent threat)

86,000 yellow-tagged structures (major damage)

40,000 green-tagged structures (habitable)

Opportunity to Field Test the Draft StandardsOpportunity to Field Test the Draft Standards
►► CRGIS was asked to help FEMA in its hurricane Katrina/Rita recovCRGIS was asked to help FEMA in its hurricane Katrina/Rita recovery effortsery efforts
►► FEMAFEMA’’ss goal was to create a strategy to survey all of the historic resgoal was to create a strategy to survey all of the historic resources affected by ources affected by 

the hurricanes and develop a way to fulfill its Section 106 requthe hurricanes and develop a way to fulfill its Section 106 requirements through the most irements through the most 
efficient methodologyefficient methodology

►► CRGIS developed a strategy to document the locations of structurCRGIS developed a strategy to document the locations of structures tagged for es tagged for 
demolition in New Orleans and the surrounding Parishes with GPS,demolition in New Orleans and the surrounding Parishes with GPS, and to incorporate and to incorporate 
that geographic data into our draft data model to act as a fieldthat geographic data into our draft data model to act as a field test for the standardstest for the standards
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Assessing the StrategyAssessing the Strategy
►► The survey of structures scheduled for demolition in Orleans, anThe survey of structures scheduled for demolition in Orleans, and therefore requiring d therefore requiring 

assessment by FEMA for Section 106, is now completeassessment by FEMA for Section 106, is now complete
►► The successful survey strategy and GeoDatabase implementation ofThe successful survey strategy and GeoDatabase implementation of the draft standards has the draft standards has 

allowed the Federal and state partners to quickly and digitally allowed the Federal and state partners to quickly and digitally form concurrence on National form concurrence on National 
Register eligible properties, through GISRegister eligible properties, through GIS

►► The GPS documentation of cultural resources, GIS data produced, The GPS documentation of cultural resources, GIS data produced, and the method of and the method of 
reviewing each site for Section 106 purposes is digital for the reviewing each site for Section 106 purposes is digital for the first time, and now serves as a first time, and now serves as a 
mitigation or treatment measure for the first timemitigation or treatment measure for the first time

Barriers to Making GIS Work for Cultural Barriers to Making GIS Work for Cultural 
Resource ManagementResource Management

►► Like any other technology, there are barriers which hinder full Like any other technology, there are barriers which hinder full implementation of implementation of 
GIS/GPS capabilities for cultural resourcesGIS/GPS capabilities for cultural resources

►► Software changes occur, data formats change, storage media adaptSoftware changes occur, data formats change, storage media adapt
►► Few solutions exist for these problems, other than to insure thaFew solutions exist for these problems, other than to insure that the cultural resource t the cultural resource 

community is aware of the trends in technologycommunity is aware of the trends in technology

►► Establishing cultural resource spatial data standards that focusEstablishing cultural resource spatial data standards that focus on data creation and on data creation and 
documentation of that data, outside a particular platform will hdocumentation of that data, outside a particular platform will help to insure that any data elp to insure that any data 
produced will transfer in the futureproduced will transfer in the future

►► Establishing these standards to guide the creation of our spatiaEstablishing these standards to guide the creation of our spatial data remains the critical l data remains the critical 
element in moving forward howeverelement in moving forward however

►► Without standards to define the basic building block of the GIS,Without standards to define the basic building block of the GIS, no data sharing can take no data sharing can take 
placeplace

►► Losing that tool and opportunity eliminates the possibility of cLosing that tool and opportunity eliminates the possibility of creating a knowledge reating a knowledge 
management system that will add to our overall productivitymanagement system that will add to our overall productivity
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The Future of GIS with Cultural ResourcesThe Future of GIS with Cultural Resources
►► As documentation and data gathering tools, GIS and GPS provide aAs documentation and data gathering tools, GIS and GPS provide additional perspective and dditional perspective and 

context for cultural resource specialists looking at landscapes context for cultural resource specialists looking at landscapes of all kindsof all kinds
►► As a communication tool however, GIS provides a critical method As a communication tool however, GIS provides a critical method of making powerful, visual of making powerful, visual 

and quantifiable statements to the public and to organizations rand quantifiable statements to the public and to organizations responsible for protecting esponsible for protecting 
resourcesresources

►► These tools can be extremely powerful, but the must rely on the These tools can be extremely powerful, but the must rely on the underlying data, which truly underlying data, which truly 
shows the detail, significance and context of the resources themshows the detail, significance and context of the resources themselvesselves

The Future of GIS with Cultural ResourcesThe Future of GIS with Cultural Resources

►► Currently, technologies such as GIS and GPS are optional tools fCurrently, technologies such as GIS and GPS are optional tools for cultural resource or cultural resource 
managersmanagers

►► As the number of resources on state, local and Federal inventoriAs the number of resources on state, local and Federal inventories grows however, GIS and es grows however, GIS and 
GPS tools will be a required part of our daily cultural resourceGPS tools will be a required part of our daily cultural resource management strategymanagement strategy

►► Cultural resource specialists have proven many times that GIS isCultural resource specialists have proven many times that GIS is the best way to integrate the best way to integrate 
data types and datasets to better understand and evaluate our hedata types and datasets to better understand and evaluate our heritageritage

►► Without standards to guide how we produce the data that contribuWithout standards to guide how we produce the data that contributes to the GIS however, we tes to the GIS however, we 
can not break down the inevitable barriers which technology brincan not break down the inevitable barriers which technology brings to the cultural resource gs to the cultural resource 
management worldmanagement world

►► This strong framework of standards produces a truly efficient knThis strong framework of standards produces a truly efficient knowledge management system owledge management system 
that will contribute meaningful new insight into our understandithat will contribute meaningful new insight into our understanding of cultural resourcesng of cultural resources
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